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Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology, Harvard University, Cambridge, MassachusettsABSTRACT In experiments using optical or magnetic tweezers, investigators have monitored the rate at which polymerase
enzymes catalyze DNA replication when the template strand is subjected to a stretching force. For T7, Klenow, and Sequenase
polymerases, the replication rate increases modestly at low tension and then decreases markedly at higher tension. Molecular-
dynamics (MD) simulations using x-ray structure data for the open and closed complexes of the Taq enzyme with DNA revealed
that the dependence of replication rate on tension could be accounted for in terms of the induced enthalpy changes for the two
DNA segments adjacent to the site of the added nucleotide. Here, we present a simple, minimalist two-segment local model
(M2L) derived from some striking features seen in the MD simulations. The model predicts the tension dependence of the repli-
cation rate using only structural data and a critical tension, f*, without recourse to MD simulations. At f*, the outermost DNA
segment undergoes a large angular reorientation in the open conformation of the enzyme. We give a generic plot for the
M2L model, apply it to family A and B polymerases and HIV reverse transcriptase, and discuss factors that may govern
the f* flip parameter.INTRODUCTIONThe development of techniques to micromanipulate single
molecules in solution (1,2) has enabled a wide range of
studies to probe biomolecular mechanisms, including the
kinetics of motor enzymes (3,4). The interpretive model re-
ported here stems from two hallmark experiments that
measured the rate at which polymerase enzymes, operating
on a DNA template subjected to a stretching force, conduct
replication (1,2). In both of these experiments, a single DNA
molecule (typically 104 basepairs long, part single-stranded
(ss) and part double-stranded (ds)) is immersed in an
ambient solution containing the requisite nucleotides. A
single enzyme molecule, spanning between 15 and 20
segments of the DNA, moves along the DNA and catalyzes
the addition of nucleotides to convert ss to ds basepairs (5).
In each catalytic cycle, a single nucleotide, complementary
to the nucleotide on the leading ss template strand, is added
to the primer strand of the dsDNA. The replication rate is
typically of the order of 100 bp/s. When tension is applied
to the DNA by means of optical or magnetic tweezer tech-
niques, the rate appears to increase modestly under low
tension (up to ~8 pN) and then decrease markedly at higher
tension. The strong dependence on tension indicates that the
rate-determining step in the replication process involves
work by the polymerase complex (and therefore motion)
against the external force.
Interpretation of the experiments requires the use of
a model that relates the replication rate to the tension-
induced work. The original analysis employed a global
model (GM) (1,2). It used data on the elasticity of ssDNA
and dsDNA, obtained from measurements in the absence
of enzyme, to calibrate the amount of work involved in con-Submitted August 1, 2011, and accepted for publication January 13, 2012.
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was then assumed to also apply in the presence of the
enzyme. In this model, the tension-induced work has no
direct contribution from enzyme-DNA interactions; the
only parameter related to the enzyme is n, the number of
ssDNA bases that are converted to ds geometry in the tran-
sition state. When the GM was fit to the observed variations
of replication rate with tension, the results indicated that
n ¼ 2 for two of the enzymes studied (T7 and Sequenase)
and n ¼ 4 for a third (Klenow fragment). However, because
only one nucleotide is added to the primer strand in each
cycle, this implied that n-1 bases revert to ss geometry
before the onset of the next cycle. If these results were
correct, they would have major implications for the mecha-
nisms of DNA replication, proofreading, and editing (6,7).
However, structural and bulk kinetic studies indicate
that only one template base (n ¼ 1) is converted from ss
to ds during the rate-limiting conformational change of
the enzyme-DNA complex (8–12). A likely source of the
conflict in the GM interpretation of the tweezer experiments
was the use of extension versus force curves for the entire
polymer, without reference to the enzyme-DNA complex.
To examine this issue, Goel et al. (13,14) considered a local,
structurally guided model in which the tension dependence
of the activation energy is governed only by the two DNA
segments neighboring the active site of the enzyme. The
work involving the two segments was estimated by means
of the venerable freely jointed chain approximation (15).
This version of a local model (LM) was chiefly heuristic.
It required crude assumptions about the enzyme-DNA inter-
actions, but served its intended purpose, i.e., showing that
n ¼ 1 could be consistent with the observed tension
dependence.
To test and enhance interpretation of the replication rate
experiments, Andricioaei et al. (16) carried out an extensivedoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2012.01.020
M2L Model for DNA Replication 811molecular-dynamics (MD) simulation. The simulation used
the Thermus aquaticus (Taq) polymerase, for which x-ray
structure data are available for both the open and closed
complexes of the enzyme with DNA (11). The structural
and chemical mechanisms of base incorporation by this
enzyme appear to be very similar to those of other polymer-
ases in family A, which includes T7, Klenow, and Seque-
nase, as well as several others (17). These polymerases
have been likened to a right hand, with the fingers interact-
ing with the incoming nucleotide and the template, the palm
containing the catalytic site and binding to the incoming
nucleotide, and the thumb binding to the dsDNA. In going
from the open structure to the closed conformation, the
fingers domain closes by ~40–60 and the template DNA
base that is to pair with the incoming nucleotide rotates
inward by >90 (see Figs. 1 and 2 in Andricioaei et al.
(16)), placing the incoming nucleotide in an optimal align-
ment for its subsequent chemical incorporation into the
DNA primer.
Results of the MD simulation indicated that when the
two-segment LM was amended to include restrictions on
the range of orientations allowed for the segments by the
embrace of the enzyme, it accounted well for the observed
dependence on tension of the DNA replication rate. The
minimalist two-segment LM (M2L) model presented here
derives from striking features seen in the MD results.
Over a wide range of tensions, the work exerted by the
enzyme on one of the DNA segments (denoted a) varies
almost linearly with tension and can be predicted from x-
ray structure data, without MD simulations. This also holds
for the other segment (denoted b) in the closed conforma-
tion of the enzyme; however, in the open case, segment
b undergoes an abrupt, large angular reorientation (flip) at
a critical tension, f*, above which it soon aligns with the
a segment. This causes the replication rate to increase at
low tension and then decline rapidly at higher tension.
The M2L model provides a generic reduced-variable plot
for the tension dependence. This is illustrated by application
to the family A polymerases. Analysis of these polymerases,
as well as family B and HIV reverse transcriptase (HIV-RT)
polymerases, elucidates features that may govern the f* flip
parameter.MATHEMATICAL MODELS
The MD simulations of Andricioaei et al. (16) employed the
CHARMM all-atom package (18). Thus, the authors made
full use of the structural data for the open and closed confor-
mations of the Taq polymerase complexed with DNA, as
well as techniques to include solvation and dielectric
screening of ionic interactions. The simulation explicitly
treated over 12,000 atoms, of which >5000 atoms, located
within a water sphere of 25 A˚ radius centered on the active
site, were allowed to move. We repeated the simulations andconfirmed the general features using similar MD simula-
tions as described in the Materials and Methods section.
In analyzing the results, we assume Arrhenius behavior,
as was done in other studies of external forces on molecular
reactions, such as protein folding (19) and ligand binding
(20). The rate constant in the absence of the force, k(0), is







where Dgy(f) ¼ DGy(f)  DGy(0) is the difference between
the Gibbs free energy of activation with and without the ex-
ternal force, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the abso-
lute temperature. The force-dependent portion of the free
energy of activation is related to the corresponding enthalpy
(Dhy) and entropy (Dsy) of activation by
DgyðfÞ ¼ DhyðfÞ  TDsyðfÞ: (2)Assessment of the GM
For the GM, the activation enthalpy is determined by the
reversible work required to convert n bases from the ss
geometry to the ds geometry. This is given by
DhyGMðfÞ ¼ nf½xssðfÞ -- xdsðfÞ: (3)
The functions xss(f) and xds(f) are the extensions (per
base) along the direction of the force, for ss and ds chains,
respectively. The entropy of activation is evaluated from














This entropy term was included in the GM version of
Wuite et al. (1) but was neglected in that of Maier et al.
(2). The force-extension curves, used to determine both
the enthalpy and entropy of activation, pertain to the contri-
butions per base to the end-to-end extension of the entire ss
or ds polymers when stretched in the absence of the enzyme.
These represent averages over the full end-to-end extension
of the DNA strands, without any interaction with the
enzyme. In contrast, the MD simulation of Andricioaei
et al. (16) showed that the dominant contributions to
Dhy(f) came from DNA segments interacting with the
enzyme near its active site. This renders the basic calibration
procedure adopted in the GM inappropriate.Assessment of the LM
For the two-segment LM, the force-dependent activation
enthalpy is determined by interactions of the enzyme with
the two DNA segments adjacent to the active site. TheBiophysical Journal 102(4) 810–818
812 Nong et al.template base that pairs with a complementary free nucleo-
tide from the ambient solution is denoted 0; successive
neighboring bases upstream, previously paired to form
dsDNA, are labeled þ1, þ2,.; and template bases on
ssDNA downstream are labeled 1, 2,.. The two
segments are represented by vectors: an inner segment, a,
that connects equivalent atoms in the þ1 and 0 nucleotides;
and an outer segment, b, that connects the 0 and 1 nucle-
otide. In evaluating Dhy(f), the open form of the enzyme-
DNA complex is considered as the reactant state, and the
closed form is considered as the transition state. The activa-
tion enthalpy is taken as the average mechanical work done
by the enzyme against the external force, f, in the process of
converting the two segments, a and b, from their conforma-






¼ f , aþ f , b f , a0 f , b0i; (5)where h i represents an average over the probability distri-
bution functions for the scalar dot products of f with
the segment vectors. These products are determined by
the vector lengths and the included polar angles with
respect to the force direction, hf , ai ¼ hf a cos ai z
hfihaihcos ai, etc.
Because the MD simulations indicated that the entropy of
activation is small (see Figs. 19 and 20 in Andricioaei et al.
(16)), it was neglected in the LM. Goel et al. (13,14) and An-
dricioaei et al. (16) discussed several other aspects,
including fluctuations in the instantaneous force felt by
the segments, why the force is considered to remain constant
during the transition from open to closed conformations,
and why the tension applied to the entire DNA strand was
treated as if the f-vector were directed parallel to the axis
of the double-helix portion. A fully realistic simulation of
a tweezer experiment is not feasible because it would
require application of the external force to the ends of
a DNA strand 104 basepairs long. The great difference intive values. (B) Corresponding results from the M2L model (Eq. 7) for the ac
obtained from Eq. 1 using the MD simulation data (full curve) with that obtain
Biophysical Journal 102(4) 810–818the persistence lengths of the ds and ss portions of the strand
(~1000 A˚ and 15 A˚, respectively) is a dominating feature.
We made a toy model with several linked, stiff wooden
rods (representing dsDNA) attached to a string chain (repre-
senting ssDNA). When the model is stretched, the force at
the junction where rod meets string on average aligns with
the rod. We note also that both the LM and GM assume
that the applied tension is fully transmitted through the
DNA. Further comments about our choice for the f-vector
are given in the Materials and Methods section.
After performing preliminary MD runs, we decided to
specify the segment vectors by the distances between
consecutive C50 atoms. However, the simulations proved
to be rather insensitive to the particular choice of defining
atoms: choosing the distances between the P atoms or the
O50 atoms between the centroid of the sugar-phosphate
backbone gave similar results in evaluating the activation
enthalpy. The simulations also confirmed as a good approx-
imation the neglect of contributions to Dhy(f) from DNA
segments more distant from the active site.
Andricioaei et al. (16) reported two independent MD
simulations for forces up to 20 pN, in steps of 2 pN. At
each force value, the simulation was run for 3 ns. The aver-
ages required for Eq. 5 were obtained from time series for
the lengths and polar angles (relative to f) of the DNA
segments. In Fig. 1 A these averages and the resulting
Dhy(f) function are plotted versus the tension force (in
pN). For the Taq enzyme, experimental results for k(f)/
k(0) are not available. However, Eq. 1, evaluated with the
MD result for Dhy(f), was found to give satisfactory agree-
ment, within the rather wide scatter of the experimental
data, for T7, Klenow, and Sequenase. Further MD simula-
tions done in this study gave very similar results.
Fig. 1 A exhibits three striking properties:
1. For segments a, a0, and b0, the contributions to Dhy(f)
have an approximately linear dependence on tension;
thus the polar angles a, a0, and b0 remain nearly constant,
essentially unchanged from their values at zero tension.
2. For segment b, although the dependence on tension is
linear at low force, it switches abruptly near f* ~8–10FIGURE 1 Results for Taq replication activity.
(A) The dependence on tension force of the
enthalpy of activation for converting the open
complex to a closed one. Solid and dashed curves
represent enthalpy contributions from DNA
segments in the open and closed conformations,
respectively, obtained from an average of MD
simulations from Andricioaei et al. (16) and this
study. For segments a, a0, and b0, at forces up to
20 pN, the dependence is nearly linear, indicating
that the orientation of these segments is insensitive
to the force; however, segment b undergoes
a marked reorientation at f* ¼ 9.5 5 1.5 pN that
shifts the activation enthalpy from negative to posi-
tivation enthalpy. (C) Comparison of results for the DNA replication rate,
ed from the M2L model (dashed; Eq. 8).
M2L Model for DNA Replication 813pN, as the angle b flips from obtuse (>90) to acute
(<90). This changes the sign of cos b and results in
changing Dhy(f) from negative below f* to positive
above. Hence, the predicted replication rate k(f)
increases with tension below f* and decreases at higher
tension.
3. Above the force f* that produces the flip, the angle
b becomes similar to angle a, which is acute in all three
polymerases surveyed here. To the extent that this condi-
tion holds, one can approximate b both below and above
f* using just structural data pertaining to zero tension.
The MD simulation results for segment lengths also re-
vealed the following property:
4. For both segments, in both the open and closed confor-
mations, the lengths do not change appreciably with
tension (up to at least 30 pN). Thus, to a practical approx-
imation, it is sufficient to use values from structural data
pertaining to zero tension.M2L model
From these observations, it appears that structural data for
open and closed states of the enzyme-DNA complex alone
may predict fairly well the dependence of replication rate
on tension, except for the value of f*, the flip tension for
the b segment. This raises the subversive prospect of inter-
preting the force-dependent polymerization rate k(f) in
experiments without arduous MD simulations, provided
another way to obtain f* can be found. The minimalist
version (M2L) of the two-segment LM presented here is
designed to exhibit the form k(f)/k(0) plots would have if
properties i–iv are assumed to be generic.
The basic Eq. 5 of the two-segment LM thus may be
recast, in terms of dimensionless quantities, as
DhyðfÞ
kBT
¼ xas cos aþ bs cos b a0s cos a0




¼ xðas þ bsÞcos a a0s cos a0




Here x ¼ fd/kBT, where d is a nominal segment length to
which the actual lengths are normalized, as indicated by the
‘‘s’’ subscript (as ¼ a/d, etc.). As written, Eqs. 6a and 6b
depict an entirely abrupt flip of the b segment, with cos
b/ cos a at f ¼ f*. Actually, as shown in Fig. 1 A, the
flip occurs over a range of ~Df ¼ 3 pN (not well resolved
in the MD simulations). In plotting results of the M2L
model, therefore, we use Eq. 6a for f < f*  1/2Df and
Eq. 6b for f > f* þ 1/2Df, and interpolate linearly over
the region between. For specified segment lengths and
angles, the dimensionless coefficients of x (within squarebrackets in Eqs. 6a and 6b) are simply fixed constants that
are independent of the tension force. For example, using
in Eqs. 6a and 6b the structural data in Table 1 for Taq-
DNA complexes, and adopting d ¼ 6 A˚, with kBT ¼ 41.42
pN-A˚ at 300 K, we find
DhyðfÞ
kBT
¼ 0:193 x; for x<x (7a)
¼ þ0:384 x; for x>x: (7b)Eq. 1 then becomes
kðfÞ
kð0Þ ¼ exp½þ0:193 x; for x<x
 (8a)
¼ exp½0:384 x; for x>x: (8b)Fig. 1, B and C, show the corresponding M2L plots eval-
uated for the flip parameters found in the MD simulations,
f* ¼ 9.5 pN and Df ¼ 3 pN, which specify x ¼ 1.4 and
Dx ¼ 0.4.
Fig. 2 shows generic plots for Dhy(f)/kBT and k(f)/k(0) to
illustrate the variation with the scaled tension at which the
b-segment flip occurs. For x < x*, the activation enthalpy,
proportional to x, is negative (Eq. 7a) and k(f) increases.
For x > x*, the activation enthalpy is positive (Eq. 7b),
and k(f) decreases. Increasing the scaled crossover tension
x* causes k(f) to increase over a wider range of tension
before it decreases. For a different polymerase, only the
numerical coefficients in Eqs. 7 and 8 and the value of x*
(and possibly Dx) change.METHODS
MD simulations
MD simulations were carried out with the NAMD package (Nanoscale
Molecular Dynamics) (21) using the protein-DNA parameter set
CHARMM27 (18). NAMD was developed by the Theoretical and Compu-
tational Biophysics Group at the Beckman Institute for Advanced Science
and Technology, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. This was
used in combination with Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD, version
1.86) (22). The computations were performed on three to eight processors
in the Yellowfin and Odyssey computer clusters at Harvard University.
The open and closed TAQ DNA/protein complexes used in this work
were previously constructed by Andricioaei et al. (16) using CHARMM
(18). Those authors took the starting structures of the wild-type Thermus
aquaticus DNA polymerase I-DNA/incoming nucleotide ternary complex
in open and closed states from entries 2KTQ and 3KTQ, respectively, in
the Protein Data Bank. The ternary complex system included the protein
and the primer/template DNA (50-AGGGCGCCGTGGTC-30 for the
template and 30-CGCGGCACCAG-50 for the primer). Because the open
structure lacked both the b segment and one of two Mgþ ions present in
the closed structure, we reconstructed them using positions from the closed
structure, followed by equilibration. We added a missing loop in the open
structure’s protein component using predicted bond lengths and angles.
Hydrogens were added with the HBUILD command.Biophysical Journal 102(4) 810–818
TABLE 1 Polymerase structural data
Polymerase
Length (A˚) Angle ()
a b a0 b0 a b a0 b0
Taq 6.7 5.6 6.4 5.5 84.4 120.1 79.2 113.5
Klenow 5.8 6.6 6.4 6.5 64.6 139.7 81.2 99.6
Bacillus 6.5 6.2 – – 70.3 131.0 – –
T7 6.35 0.5 6.25 0.5 6.4 6.5 73.15 10 130.35 10 81.2 99.6
Foot and Mouth 6.0 6.6 – – 73.1 108.6 – –
HIV 6.1 3.2 6.0 6.2 68.6 119.7 74.0 108.8
f29 5.6 6.0 6.2 6.1 48.1 112.9 64.7 111.3
All open (a and b) and closed (a0 and b0) parameters were measured from crystal structures, except for those in italics. Klenow closed uses values from T7,
and T7 open is an average (with SD) derived from Taq, Klenow, and Bacillus structures.
814 Nong et al.Whereas Andricioaei et al. (16) surrounded only the active site with
a 25 A˚ solvation sphere, we added water molecules to create a larger solva-
tion box encompassing the whole protein-DNA complex. The protein-DNA
complex of the open structure was surrounded by 27,753 TIP3P water mole-
cules in a box with sides 93  95  110 A˚. Charge neutrality was ensured
by the addition of 147 Naþ ions and 114 Cl ions added evenly to solvent
regions, with the condition that no two ions could be closer than 5 A˚. This
resulted in an ionic strength of 0.52 M. The closed protein-DNA complex
was surrounded by a solvation box with sides 89  80  85 A˚ consisting
of 13,202 TIP3P water molecules. We added 33 Naþ ions evenly to solvent
regions, with the condition that no two ions could be closer than 5 A˚, result-
ing in an ionic strength of 0.14 M. Each system was further minimized for
300 steps.
In each simulation, constant force was applied to the C50 atom of the b or
b0 segment, located at the beginning of the ss portion of the template strand,
with the f-vector parallel to the direction of the ds helix axis. The bond
lengths of all water molecules and other atoms with bonds to hydrogen
were constrained using the SHAKE method, and the bond lengths of the re-
maining atoms (<5000 in number) were allowed to change. The Nose-Hoo-
ver method was used to provide a constant pressure of 1 atm with a 100 fs
oscillation time and a 50 fs decay time. Temperature was set to 300 K with
a 5 ps1 Langevin damping coefficient. The simulation was run using 2 fs
steps, with full electrostatic calculations every second step. A 12 A˚ cutoff
was used with a switching distance of 10 A˚ and a pairlist distance ofFIGURE 2 Generic plots for dependence on applied tension force ac-
cording to M2L model. (A) From Eq. 7, for enthalpy of activation. (B)
From Eq. 8, for replication rate constant. Both are plotted against dimen-
sionless tension, x ¼ fd/kBT. Plots pertain to five values of x* ¼ 0, 0.5, 1,
1.5, and 2, the parameter that specifies the tension at which an angular
‘‘flip’’ of the b segment occurs. In both A and B, the width parameter
Dx ¼ 0.4 for all five values of x*.
Biophysical Journal 102(4) 810–81813.5 A˚. Particle-mesh Ewald was implemented with a grid size of 100.
For comparison with the work of Andricioaei et al. (16), we made similar
simulation runs, typically using shorter sampling times (0.5 ns rather than
3 ns) at fewer steps of the tension force (5 pN intervals rather than
2 pN), ranging up to 30 pN.Choice of force vector
Investigators have incorporated external force into MD simulations in
a variety of ways (23–26). We found only one case directly comparable
to ours: a study by Venkatramani and Radhakrishnan (26), in which the
force dependence of phosphoryl transfer was treated. Those authors speci-
fied the force as being along the dsDNA helix axis, without discussion. We
comment on three aspects:
1. As described by Andricioaei et al. (16), we applied force to only the b or
b0 segment of the template strand, although it thus propagated into the
attached DNA-protein complex. If this force were maintained for
a long time, it would cause a net shift of the DNA-protein complex in
the direction of the force. However, little shift can occur, because of
the large size of the complex and the short duration of the simulation
(2 ns maximum). In fact, no shift was noticeable in our simulations,
even at 30 pN force. On this simulation timescale, the tension is first
relieved by changes in the internal conformation of the complex that
form it into a new equilibrium conformation, and only after this can
the complex move as a whole. In the study by Andricioaei et al. (16),
the shift could not occur at all because the outer end of the ds region
in the complex was fixed rigidly. Thus, the similarity between our results
and those of Andricioaei et al. (16) also indicates that any shift effect was
insignificant.
2. As illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 of Andricioaei et al. (16), structural data
for family A polymerases complexed with DNA show that interactions
with the polymerase cause the b and b0 segments to protrude at a wide
angle (b or b0 > 100) to the direction of the ds helix axis. Applying
the force to the b and b0 segments thus produces a torque. We estimate
that a force of 10 pN creates a torque of 3.5  1020 N-m, and from
Stoke’s law for rotation, in water during 2 ns this would rotate a sphere
of the size of the complex (~2  105 A˚3) at most ~4o. That is small
compared with fluctuations and would decrease the component of force
along the helix axis by <1%.
3. A basic assumption in simulations of tweezer experiments is that the
external force exerted on the portion of DNA in the polymerase complex
can be assumed to be adequately approximated by the force applied to
the entire DNA strand. As a corollary, in computing the force-dependent
activation enthalpy via Eq. 5, the f-vector has the magnitude imposed by
the far-distant tweezers, taken as constant throughout the complex, and
is directed parallel to the double helix axis. Although internal forces also
act on the DNA in the grip of the polymerase, they contribute to the acti-
vation enthalpy by changes in the magnitude and orientation of the
vectors representing the DNA segments. The simulation timescale has
M2L Model for DNA Replication 815a significant role in alignment of f with the helix axis. As estimated from
the Zimm model in terms of persistence lengths and solvent viscosity
(13,14), the fluctuation timescale for Kuhn segments of ds DNA is vastly
longer than the simulation duration. Thus, in the ds region, the helix axis
remains practically stationary during the simulation time, and on average
the f-vectors are aligned along the helix axis. In the ss region, the fluc-
tuation timescale is much shorter than the simulation, so fluctuations of
the f-vectors will be large and thoroughly averaged over during the simu-
lation time. The global average f-vector in the ss region must balance
that in the ds region, and thus also align with the helix axis.M2L calculations
Structural data for open and closed forms of a number of polymerase-DNA
complexes were acquired from the Protein Data Bank. Files 2KTQ, 3KTQ
(Taq), 1T8E (T7), 1KLN (Klenow), 1R0A, 1RTD (HIV-RT), 1L3S
(Bacillus), 2PZS, 2PYL (f29), and 1WNE (Foot and Mouth) were used.
For Taq, the1 nucleotide was not present in 2KTQ and was reconstructed.
No closed structure was available for Klenow, so closed parameters from T7
were substituted (see Discussion). No appropriate open structures were
available for T7, so an average of values from Taq, Klenow, and Bacillus
open structures was used.
Structures were visualized and analyzed in VMD, and measurements of
the segment lengths of the two leading DNA segments held in the protein
active site were taken directly. We calculated angles a and b using the
vectors formed by consecutive C50 atoms in the two leading segments rela-
tive to a helix axis vector determined using the 3DNA nucleic acid analysis
package (27).FIGURE 3 Dependence on tension force obtained from the M2L model
for kinetics of DNA replication catalyzed by the T7 and Klenow DNA poly-
merases. Activation enthalpies (A and B) and rate constants (C and D) are
calculated from the structural parameters found in Table 1. Corresponding
M2L coefficients are given in Eqs. 9 and 10. Rate constant results (solid
curves) from M2L are compared with previous experimental data (points)
(1,2). Dashed curves for T7 indicate the bound given by 1 SD of the
open conformation parameters.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Family A polymerases
At present, the Taq enzyme remains the only DNA poly-
merase whose replication rate dependence on tension has
been simulated. Because the requisite experimental data
for Taq are still lacking, the MD results of Andricioaei
et al. (16) and this study were compared with the rate data
for the T7 and Klenow enzymes (1,2). Reasonable agree-
ment was found, in accordance with the general resem-
blance of Taq and the family A enzymes. X-ray structural
data are now available for the T7-DNA complex in the
closed conformation (28). Open-conformation structures
are available for a number of polymerases in a variety of
families, including Taq, Klenow, and Bacillus (family A),
f29 (family B), Foot and Mouth (RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase), and HIV-RT (29–33). Because the open-
complex data for T7 (28) lack some nucleotides that are
necessary for the model, we used values from a statistical
average of the other family A open structures. The standard
deviations (SDs) for lengths and angles are all within 10%
of the average value. This allowed us to predict a range of
possible values for T7. Data for the closed Klenow complex
are also incomplete, and thus parameters for the closed T7
or Taq structures may be used as surrogates. We found that
the use of T7 led to only slightly better agreement with
measurements compared with Taq, and the general behavior
was identical. Such similarity is expected given the high
degree of conservation among family A structures (34).Table 1 includes the segment lengths and angles for the
T7-DNA and Klenow-DNA complexes that pertain to the
M2L model. These input data for the M2L model differ
appreciably among the Taq, T7, and Klenow complexes.
Accordingly, the coefficients obtained from Eq. 6 also differ
substantially. In contrast to the result given for Taq in Eq. 7,
for the T7 case we find
DhyðfÞ
kBT
¼ 0:346 x andþ0:629 x; (9)
and for the Klenow complex, we find
DhyðfÞ
kBT
¼ 0:411 x andþ0:846 x (10)
for tension forces below and above x*, respectively. For flip
tension, we use Taq values for T7, and x* ¼ 0.95, Dx ¼ 0.4
(f* ¼ 6.5 pN, Df ¼ 3 pN) for Klenow, which best match
experimental data. Fig. 3 displays the M2L activation
enthalpy and the corresponding replication rate coefficientsBiophysical Journal 102(4) 810–818
816 Nong et al.thus estimated for the T7 and Klenow complexes. The
magnitude of k(f)/k(0) agrees fairly well with the experi-
mental data. These results are quite similar to those obtained
for Taq (Fig. 1), despite the sizable differences in the coef-
ficients that enter the M2L model.FIGURE 4 Dependence on the tension force of HIV-RT and f29 replica-
tion activity. (A) For HIV-RT, circles with error bars show data obtained
from the flow-cell experiments of Kim et al. (36); dashed curves indicate
the range of results (10–90%) derived from the atomic force microscopy
data of Lu et al. (35). Solid curves were obtained from the M2L model
with flip parameter x* ¼ 0 or x* ¼ 4 used in Eq. 11. (B) For f29, circles
show data obtained from the optical tweezer experiments of Ibarra et al.
(37), and the solid line indicates the M2L prediction with no flip occurring,
as described by Eq. 12.HIV-RT
X-ray structures of HIV-RT complexed with DNA are now
available for both the open and closed conformations
(12,33). Interactions with the enzyme thumb and finger
regions introduce distortions in DNA helices in any poly-
merase-DNA complexes, but these distortions appear espe-
cially pronounced in the HIV-RT complex. As shown in
Table 1, the length assigned to the b segment is conspicu-
ously short. This occurs because in the open conformation
the 1 ssDNA residue is swiveled in such a way that the
distance between its C50 carbon and that of the preceding
residue (used to define the b-segment length) is much
shorter than usual.




¼ þ0:167 x andþ0:626 x (11)
for tension forces below and above x*, respectively. In
contrast to the results for Taq, T7, and Klenow, here for
any choice of x* the activation enthalpy remains positive.
Thus, the corresponding replication rate declines monoton-
ically with an increase in tension force. If the b-segment flip
is assumed to occur for x* ¼ 0, the rate would vary as
exp(0.626 x). If instead the flip is considered not to occur
until above the force range scanned, the rate seen would
vary as exp(0.167 x).
Two experimental determinations of DNA replication
catalyzed by HIV-RT have been reported. Quite different
methods were used and, as shown in Fig. 4, strikingly
different results were found. In experiments using atomic
force microscopy, Lu et al. (35) obtained 15 force-rate
velocity curves that declined monotonically with increasing
force. However, in this case, tension was applied through the
enzyme rather than through the DNA, and the effects of the
force are likely to differ from the other experiments. In
contrast, in recent experiments using flow-stretched DNA,
Kim et al. (36) found a dramatic nonmonotonic dependence
of replication rate on force. The rate climbed steeply at low
forces, peaked near 3 pN, and then dropped abruptly to zero
at ~8 pN.
Fig. 4 A includes the M2L simulation for two flip thresh-
olds as well as the experimental data. The monotonic
decline of the M2L rate resembles that shown in the atomic
force experiments (35), but with replication rates that are too
high. At least with the input parameters used, the M2L
model is clearly incompatible with the drastic nonmono-Biophysical Journal 102(4) 810–818tonic variation with tension seen in the flow-stretched exper-
iment (36).f29 polymerase
X-ray structures and rate data are also available for f29,
a family B polymerase (32,37). Ibarra et al. (37) fit the
data best with a model in which three ssDNA bases are con-
verted to dsDNA in the transition state. The f29 structural
data correspond well with the other polymerases, although
its angles a and a0 are 10–20 smaller. The M2L activation
enthalpy, as computed from Eq. 6, is given by
DhyðfÞ
kBT
¼ þ0:260 x andþ1:34 x (12)
for tension forces below and above x*, respectively. As for
HIV-RT, the activation enthalpy is always positive and the
rate will decline monotonically with increasing force.
Fig. 4 B shows that the experimental data agree best when
the first coefficient is used and no flip occurs. However,
there is still a plateau at low forces that is not described
by the M2L model.Flip of the b segment
In the M2L model, the tension force, f*, at which the polar
angle b of the b segment in the open conformation
undergoes a large and rather abrupt change, is the only
parameter that is not specified by structural data for the
polymerase-DNA complex at zero tension. At present, f*
M2L Model for DNA Replication 817can only be inferred from experiment or MD simulations.
The replication rate data available for the T7 and Klenow
complexes indicate f* ~ 6–10 pN (1,2), whereas those avail-
able for the HIV-RT complex are inconclusive, with one
study suggesting f* ~ 2–4 pN (36) and another one consis-
tent with f* ~ 0 (35).
In setting f* to match the polymerization rates with
experimental data, we find a clue that suggests that the
flip force might be predictable. In Taq, T7, and Klenow,
the b segment flips when its enthalpy reaches between
0.4 and 0.5 kcal/mol. This point can simply be esti-
mated from the structural data used to calculate the
enthalpy. However, HIV-RT does not fit this trend and
appears to have f* ¼ 0, whereas f29 appears to have
a very high f*. A structural comparison suggests an expla-
nation for this. Fig. 5 A shows the structures of the Taq
DNA in the open conformation (step 1), after the flip
(step 2), and in the closed conformation (step 3). It is
evident that the b-segment flip brings the 0 nucleotide
closer to its final form in the closed conformation. However,
another rotation still has to be performed, and the nucleo-
tide must swing upward. Fig. 5 B shows HIV-RT DNA in
the open conformation (step 1) and closed conformation
(step 3). The 0 nucleotide is already close to its position
in the closed conformation, and it requires a different,
downward swing to bring it into place. Fig. 5 C shows
f29 DNA in the open conformation (step 1) and closed
conformation (step 3), and it is evident that only a small
translational movement is needed for conversion from the
open to the closed form. No flip is required. Such large
mechanical differences indicate that we should not expect
the same behavior for other polymerase families as found
for family A.FIGURE 5 Taq, HIV-RT, and f29 DNA undergo different changes to
convert the open conformation to the closed conformation. The 0 nucleotide
(plain numbers) and the incoming nucleotide (primed numbers) are shown
at two or three time steps in the process: 1), open; 2), post-flip; and 3),
closed. (A) In Taq, the 0 nucleotide first undergoes an abrupt flip that
brings it inward, closer to the closed form. It must then undergo a rotation
and further inward motion to reach the closed conformation. (B) On the
other hand, in HIV-RT, the 0 nucleotide only needs a single downward
motion to move it into the closed conformation. (C) Lastly, in f29, no
flip is required, and the 0 nucleotide only undergoes a small translational
motion. The HIV-RT and f29 open structures do not contain an incoming
nucleotide.CONCLUSIONS
The M2L model, in its minimalist simplicity, offers
a heuristic perspective on force-dependent DNA replication
rates. Inferred from results of MD simulations, the model
calls attention to the major role of the local geometries of
the two nucleotides neighboring the active site. At least
for family A polymerases, this enables one to estimate the
chief contributions to the force-dependent enthalpy of acti-
vation solely from structural data for DNA-polymerase
complexes. However, at present, the model lacks a means
to estimate the flip parameter, f*. A wider range of both
rate and structural data will be required to test ways to deter-
mine f*, and to assess whether the M2L approach is useful
as a generic reference case.
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